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Leaf-Removal process has been widely researched and applied in many mathematical and physical
fields to help understand the complex systems, and a lot of problems including the minimal vertex-
cover are deeply related to this process and the Leaf-Removal cores. In this paper, based on the
structural features of the Leaf-Removal cores, a method named Core Influence is proposed to break
the graphs into No-Leaf-Removal-Core ones, which takes advantages of identifying some significant
nodes by localized and greedy strategy. By decomposing the minimal vertex-cover problem into the
Leaf-Removal cores breaking process and maximal matching of the remained graphs, it is proved that
any minimal vertex-covers of the whole graph can be located into these two processes, of which the
latter one is a P problem, and the best boundary is achieved at the transition point. Compared with
other node importance indices, the Core Influence method could break down the Leaf-Removal cores
much faster and get the no-core graphs by removing fewer nodes from the graphs. Also, the vertex-
cover numbers resulted from this method are lower than existing node importance measurements,
and compared with the exact minimal vertex-cover numbers, this method performs appropriate
accuracy and stability at different scales. This research provides a new localized greedy strategy to
break the hard Leaf-Removal Cores efficiently and heuristic methods could be constructed to help
understand some NP problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The minimal vertex-cover problem (Vertex-cover) be-
longs to one of Karps 21 NP-complete problems [1] and
the six basic NP-complete problems [2, 3], which has a
wide range of applications in the related real networks,
such as immunization strategies in networks [4] and mon-
itoring of internet traffic [5]. When the average degree
of the graph gets larger than the Euler number e [6],
the instances of minimum vertex-cover problem on the
Erdo¨s-Re´nyi random graph get into the hard-solving re-
gion, which is caused by the Leaf-Removal core. This
hard core brings obstacle for solving the minimum vertex-
cover, as many correlations among the nodes/variables
produce frustrations (even long-range frustrations [7]) in
finding the optimal solutions, and how to decouple the
Leaf-Removal core determines the effect of the solving
strategy.
Generally speaking, Leaf-Removal algorithm plays
important roles in understanding complex systems or
graphs, such as detecting the hierarchical architecture
and simplification of solving NP problems. It removes
the leaves recursively until no leaves exist, and the Leaf-
Removal core is got for the residual graph if it is not a
null graph. Different Leaf-Removal strategies focus on
different definitions of the leaves: for giant connected
components, the leaves are degree-one nodes with corre-
sponding edges, and random graphs with average degree
larger than 1 have Leaf-Removal core in the giant con-
nected components in the viewpoint of the Leaf-Removal
∗ weiw@buaa.edu.cn
mechanism [8]; for k-XORSAT problem, the leaves are
equations with variables only emerging once in the whole
problem, and the Leaf-Removal core can result in the
clustering of the all the solutions and one-step replica
symmetric breaking with positive structural entropy [9];
for minimum vertex-cover problem, the leaves are degree-
one nodes with their neighbors and related edges, and
the existence of the Leaf-Removal core produces higher-
order replica symmetric breaking and sets obstruction
of understanding the solving complexity of NP-complete
problems [10]. Also, the Leaf-Removal strategy works as
an important tool in so many such applications, such as
solving the k-SAT problem [11] and MAS problem [12],
the k-core [13] and k-shell [14] organization of complex
network.
The complexity of the Leaf-Removal core can be mea-
sured by the cost to break it, but to break the Leaf-
Removal core with the lowest cost (e.g., least number of
nodes/edges) always involves with NP problems, which
makes the understanding of its structure complicated.
The collective influence [15] was proposed to break the
giant connected component, which can also be viewed
as breaking the Leaf-Removal core in the Leaf-Removal
viewpoint, and it was studied to approximate the optimal
percolation and reach appropriate accuracy. The exist-
ing algorithms for solving minimum vertex-cover mainly
focus on greedy searching strategy and heuristic strat-
egy. In statistical mechanics, some algorithms based on
the solution space structures were studied and good ap-
proximations were achieved in a heuristic way, such as
the survey propagation algorithm [16] and the MBEA
algorithm [17]. These algorithms took advantage of the
backbones and clustering of the solutions to improve the
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2solving efficiency. In this paper, it is aimed to break the
Leaf-Removal core of the minimum vertex-cover problem
in a greedy way, an order for all the nodes will be investi-
gated to break the Leaf-Removal core as fast as possible,
and combined with some easily coverage method for the
residual graph, which can be used to obtain the approx-
imated optimal solutions.
II. LEAF-REMOVAL FOR MINIMUM
VERTEX-COVER
A. The Leaf-Removal Process
As mentioned before, there are different definitions on
the leaves in the graphs. In this paper, the leaves in the
graph stand for the nodes of which the degrees are one
and their neighbors, namely, removing the leaves means
to remove the one-degree nodes and their neighbors. At
the same time, all the links connected to these nodes are
removed from the graph.
Figure 1. The Leaf-Removal process of the graph in a. v1 ∼ v2
and v3 ∼ v4 are the two leaves. The graph in b is got with the
two leaves removed, and in the remained graph, v5 ∼ v6 is a
new leaf. Removing this new leaf, we could get the graph in c.
There is no more one-degree node and the remained triangle
composed by v7, v8 and v9 is the Leaf-Removal core, which is
marked as red in c. The dotted lines denote the deleted edges
when nodes are removed.
Usually, when leaves are removed from the graph, new
leaves will appear and removing the new leaves may bring
more new leaves. The Leaf-Removal is a recursive pro-
cess. Keep removing leaves in the new graph until there is
no leaves in the remained graphs. Clearly the remained
subgraph is composed of some isolated nodes and sev-
eral relatively densely connected cores, the Leaf-Removal
cores. There are no nodes in the cores whose degree
is one. An example is shown in Figure 1 to perform
a complete Leaf-Removal process and identify the Leaf-
Removal core.
B. Greedy strategy for the coverage by breaking
the Leaf-Removal core
For an undirected graph G = (V,E) containing N
nodes and M edges where V is the vertex set and E
is the edges set, let C be a set of specific nodes in graph
G. C(G) is called to be a cover of G if for every edge
(vi, vj) ∈ E, there is vi ∈ C(G) or vj ∈ C(G). The min-
imum vertex-cover, denoted as Cm(G), is defined as the
minimal of C(G):
Cm(G) = arg min
C
|C(G)|. (1)
Let n = (n1, n2, . . . , nN ) be the indices array of graph
G where ni = 0 indicates that node vi and all the edges
connected to it are removed from the graph and otherwise
ni = 1. In this way the graph induced by the remaining
nodes i with ni = 1 is denoted as G(n), and the corre-
sponding vertex-cover C(G) and minimum vertex-cover
Cm(G) are changed into C(G(n)) and Cm(G(n)). The
number of remained nodes is N(n) =
∑N
i=1 ni and the
vertex set is V (n) = {vi ∈ V |ni = 1}.
By deleting nodes one by one from graph G, it is trivial
to see that at a certain step the graph will be turned
into a No-Leaf-Removal-Core graph. Assume following a
specific method, the nodes are deleted in a certain order,
and the nodes indices array are n0 = (1, 1, . . . , 1), n1,
n2, . . . , nN = (0, 0, . . . , 0). At a certain step t, the graph
turns into a no-core graph, namely G(nt) contains no
Leaf-Removal cores. G(ni) is not a no-core graph for all
i < t and for all t ≤ i ≤ N , G(ni) is no-core graph. The
t is the transition point.
By the Ko¨nig’s theorem, the residual subgraph G(nj)
for t ≤ j ≤ N has no Leaf-Removal core and is a Ko¨nig-
Egerva´ry graph. Its minimum coverage number is equal
to its maximal matching number M(G(nj)) [18], and
finding the maximal matching for a graph is an easily-
solving problem. If all the removed nodes vi (namely
with ni = 0 in nj where t ≤ j ≤ N) are covered, a greedy
strategy for approximation of the minimal coverage can
be achieved: for any vertex-cover C(G) of graph G, there
exists a deleting order or method which produces node
arrays n0, n1, . . . , nN with transition point t, at the step
t the cover of the graph G could be decomposed as:
C(G) = (V \ V (nt)) ∪ Cm(G(nt)), (2)
and the cover number is:
|C(G)| = t+M(G(nt)). (3)
An example about getting a cover of a graph through
this strategy which deletes the graph into a no-core one
is presented in Figure 2. The maximum matching can
be solved by an algorithm within polynomial time for
general graphs [19], and the main effort for this greedy
strategy relies on determining an optimal deleting order
to make the transition point t as small as possible. The
proposed strategy aims to break the Leaf-Removal core
with the lowest cost, and how to distinguish the impor-
tant vertex and recognize the polarized vertices as the
cover backbones is the core difficulty.
3Figure 2. The procedures to get a vertex-cover of graph in a
by the strategy of deleting the graph into a no-core one. a
owns one Leaf-Removal core. By the algorithm proposed in
the following section, the red nodes in b are removed and the
remained graph is a no-core graph. The remained graph sat-
isfies the property that the maximal matching number equals
to the minimal cover number. In c, one maximal match is
marked by red edges. Combing the deleting nodes in b and
results of the maximal matching in c, the vertex-cover could
be got, denoted by black nodes in d. The dotted lines de-
note the deleted links when nodes are removed. The maximal
matching number in c is 10 and thus the cover number of
graph in a got by this strategy is 12, which exactly equals to
the minimal cover number of this graph.
C. Relations between the core-breaking and
optimal solutions
Proposition: For nodes arrays ni and nj where
i ≥ j ≥ t, the coverage numbers for the whole graph
G by the two core-breaking ways satisfy |C(G(ni))+ i| ≥
|C(G(nj)) + j|.
Proof : When one more node is deleted from G(ni) and
the graph becomes G(ni+1) with N(ni+1) + 1 = N(ni).
Yet since one node owns to at most one match, the max-
imal matching number of G(ni+1) will decrease by one
or remain the same to G(ni), namely M(G(ni+1)) ≥
M(G(ni)) − 1. In this way |C(G(ni+1)) + i + 1| ≤
|C(G(ni)) + i| and |C(G(ni)) + i| ≥ |C(G(nj)) + j| for
all i ≥ j ≥ t. 
This proposition shows that the best approximation
for the minimal coverage under the above core-breaking
strategy occurs at the transition point t, i.e., the first
time that Leaf-Removal cores disappear, and so our al-
gorithm greedily deletes the least number of nodes to
produce a no-core subgraph with easy minimal coverage.
It is evident that the obtained coverage is not necessary
to be a minimal one, but the following theorem illustrates
that all the minimal vertex-cover can be found in such a
core-breaking way.
Theorem: For any graph G and its minimal vertex-
cover Cm(G), there exists a deleting method to produce
node arrays n0, n1, . . . , nN and transition point t, such
that this minimal vertex-cover could be represented as:
Cm(G) = (V \ V (nt)) ∪ Cm(G(nt)), (4)
and the minimal cover number is:
|Cm(G)| = t+M(G(nt)). (5)
Proof : Without generality, the minimal vertex-cover has
v1, · · · , vs as covered nodes with vs+1, · · · , vN as uncov-
ered nodes of graph G. For any core-breaking strategy
n0, n1, . . . , nt, we have t < s. And, if we delete the
nodes according to the natural order v1, · · · , vs, i.e., en-
suring all the deleted nodes are covered one, after the
core-breaking strategy n0, n1, . . . , ns, the residual graph
G(ns) should be a null graph composed by isolated nodes.
The original graph has Leaf-Removal cores and residual
graph G(ns) has no core, then there must exists a cer-
tain number t that the core is firstly broken, and the
minimal vertex-covered nodes evidently have a decompo-
sition representation Cm(G) = (V \ V (nt)) ∪Cm(G(nt))
with |Cm(G)| = t+M(G(nt)). 
Usually for one minimal vertex-cover of a graph, there
are more than one corresponding deleting methods. The
deleting order of the nodes by the core-breaking order
can also be arranged in other greedy strategy, such as
deleting the covered nodes with biggest degrees. As for a
no-core graph, each leaf contains a covered node with the
other uncovered, and the number of covered nodes must
be fewer or equal to the number of uncovered ones, thus
generally after deleting at least max{0, N−(N−s)∗2} =
max{0, 2s−N} covered nodes, it will produce a no-core
graph which satisfies t ≥ max{0, 2s − N}. Besides, by
deleting one of neighbored covered nodes for all such
pairs, the residual graph has each covered node with
no covered neighbors, and it is almost a no-core graph
with high probability; when the original graph has no
triangles, this deleting strategy only deletes at most s/2
nodes and t ≤ s/2 with high probability to break the
Leaf-Removal core. There are many other strategies to
break the Leaf-Removal core, such as deleting the nodes
in the order of different centralities or node importance
measurements.
When a graph has Leaf-Removal cores, with a high
probability it is not a Ko¨nig-Egerva´ry subgraph and
the relation between the maximal match, the minimal
vertex-cover and its vertex number is quite complicated.
Though a minimal vertex-cover can be found in such a
core-breaking way, but the fast way to break the Leaf-
Removal core does not always corresponds to achieve a
minimal vertex-cover. As the problem of breaking the
giant connected component is NP hard, the optimal so-
lution of breaking the Leaf-Removal cores is also a hard
problem, which should be related to but different from
the minimal vertex-cover problem. Here, it is safe to
say that the minimal vertex-cover does not always cor-
respond to the fastest method to delete the graph into
4a no-core graph. Yet, it is meaningful to study the pro-
cess of deleting nodes since it provides us a new perspec-
tive to understand the complicated organization of the
Leaf-Removal core and study the minimal vertex-cover
problem.
III. DELETE A GRAPH INTO THE NO-CORE
GRAPH
In this section we will discuss how to turn graphs into
no-core ones by deleting nodes with the lowest cost. As
we said before, this problem will concern a lot of appli-
cations in real-world networks.
The Leaf-Removal cores will appear after the leaf-
removing process is completed. For node vi, we define
ci in c = (c1, c2, . . . , cN ) to indicate the probability of
node vi belonging to the final remained core:
ci =
{
1 if vi is in a Leaf-Removal core
0 otherwise.
(6)
Obviously, if the degree of node vi is one or node vi is
connected to a one-degree node in the Leaf-Removal pro-
cess, we have ci = 0.
The problem of breaking the Leaf-Removal cores could
be described in the language of optimization. For a node
belonging to the original graph, to delete the graph into
a no-core one, either this node is removed, or this node
does not belong to a Leaf-Removal core. Thus, this prob-
lem could be regarded as find the n = (n1, n2, . . . , nN )
satisfying:
n = arg min
n
N(n), subject to
N∑
i=1
cini = 0. (7)
Consider two connected nodes vi and vj in the original
graphs. It is clear that removing node vj may effect the
value of ci, yet this relation is complex. There are four
situations for ci and cj : ci = 0 and cj = 0; ci = 0 and
cj = 1; ci = 1 and cj = 0; ci = 1 and cj = 1.
We will ignore the first two situations where node vi
and node vj do not belong to the cores because in our
following proposed model this situation will not effect
the results. In the third situation, the node vj will be
removed in one of the leaves removing steps. Clearly, the
degree of node vj will not be one and it is connected to a
one-degree node, because if vj is a one-degree node, node
vi will be deleted. Thus the removal of node vj will not
effect the value of ci. The forth situation is complicated:
when the core is densely connected, the removal of vj
may have no effect on ci; if the core is not that dense or
uneven, removing of node vj will produce new leaves and
more nodes will be removed in the original cores.
Let vi→j be the probability of vi belonging to the core
with vj removed. Consider all the nodes that are con-
nected to vi. The value of ci with vj removed from the
graph is determined by the status of all the neighbors
of vi. For a network with tree-like structure locally, this
relation could be formulated by:
ci→j = cini[1−
∏
h∈∂i,h6=j
(1− ch→i)], (8)
where the ∂i is the set of neighbors of node vi. This
system takes into account the first two situations we have
mentioned above: if node vi does not belong to any of
the final Leaf-Removal cores, then ci→j will keep to be 0
no matter whether node vj is removed or not. Obvious
ci→j = 0 if ni = 0, namely node vi is removed from the
graph.
In this system, the set {ci→j = 0|∀vi, vj ∈ V } will al-
ways be one solution. It is worth noting that this case will
not always correspond to a no-core graph. For example,
a weakly connected network, like a cycle, could be very
fragile and removing any node will turn the graph into a
no-core one, although in the original graph all the nodes
belong to the Leaf-Removal core. Yet it is clear that
this kind of graph is very unstable and the stable ones
are those whose connection is much denser. It is pretty
hard to get the unstable Leaf-Removal cores like the cycle
by Leaf-Removal process since only one leaf could easily
break it. So in this paper we will neglect this situation
and regard that the solution {ci→j = 0|∀vi, vj ∈ V } cor-
responds to an no-core graph.
With knowledge in dynamic system, the solution will
be stable if the largest eigenvalue of the linear operation
R is smaller than one [20]. R is a matrix with 2M rows
and 2M columns and each row or column stands for an
edge with one direction i→ j. Since edge between vi and
vj has two directions i → j and j → i, this matrix will
take into account all the directions and defined as:
Rw→x,y→z =
∂cw→x
∂cy→z
|cw→x=0 . (9)
Let λ(c,n) be the largest eigenvalue of matrix R and
clearly this value is determined by index n and c. The
stability of a solution corresponding to no-core graph is
determined by λ(c,n) < 1.
It could be found that, in a graph with tree like struc-
ture locally, this matrix R is calculated by the non-
backtracking matrix [21, 22] B:
Rw→x,y→z = cyny Bw→x,y→z, (10)
where B is defined as:
Bw→x,y→z =
{
1 if x = y, w 6= z
0 otherwise.
(11)
The non-backtracking has received a lot of attention
recently and been used to identify the non-backtracking
walks on graphs. According to the Perron-Frobenius the-
orem [23], since all the entries in B is non-negative, it
largest eigenvalue and all the entries of the correspond-
ing eigenvector are all positive. Krzakala et al. showed
that the spectrul method based on the non-backtracking
method, namely the eigenvector corresponding to the sec-
ond largest, could be applied to divide communities in
5graphs and could reach the detectability threshold [24].
Neumann et al. used this matrix to overcome the pathol-
ogy of nodes near the high-degree nodes or hubs when
eigenvector centrality is applied in some graphs to eval-
uate the influence of nodes [25]. Hernan et al. applied
the non-backtracking matrix to the optimal percolation
problem and find an index to reduce the size of giant com-
ponent [26, 27], which is crucial in influence optimization
and immunization [15].
As nodes get deleted in graphs, the largest eigen-
value λ(c,n) of the modified non-backtracking matrix
R changes. When a node is deleted or the the node is
no longer in the cores, the corresponding entries in R
turn into zero. According to the Perron-Frobenius the-
orem, the largest eigenvalue will decrease. The problem
of deleting the graph into a no-core one is then equal to
find the fastest way to reduce the largest eigenvalue to be
less than one, namely this problem could be represented
as:
min |N −N(n)|, subject to λ(n, c) < 1. (12)
It is impossible to solve it directly, since n and c is so-
phisticatedly tangled and there is no formula of λ(n, c)
in the form of n and c. To overcome this, we will apply
the power method [28], a classical numerical technique,
to approximate the largest eigenvalue.
Let v0 be a vector with nonzero projection on the di-
rection of the eigenvector corresponding to λ(n, c) and
vl(n, c) be the vector after l times iterations by R:
vl(n, c) = R
l v0. (13)
By power method, we have:
λ(n, c) = lim
l→∞
λl(n, c) = lim
l→∞
( |vl(n, c)|
|v0|
) 1
l , (14)
where for vl(n, c), we have:
|vl(n, c)|2= 〈vl(n, c)|vl(n, c)〉 (15)
= 〈v0|(Rl)T Rl |v0〉. (16)
Firstly, for l = 1, the approximated eigenvector corre-
sponding to λ(n, c) is:
|v1(n, c)〉 = R |v0〉. (17)
To further calculate this, the matrix R could be calcu-
lated by:
Rw→x,y→z = cynyAwxAyzδxy(1− δwz), (18)
where the Awx and Ayz are entries of the adjacency ma-
trix and δxy and δwz are the Kronecker symbols with:
δij =
{
1 if i = j
0 otherwise.
(19)
The ny and cy guarantee the node vy is not deleted from
the graph and belongs to the core. The Awx, Ayz and
δxy ensure that there is a track from vw to vz through vx
or vy and the δwz ensure the non-backtracking property.
For simplicity, let si stand for the state of node vi and
qi the excess degree namely:
si ≡ cini, qi = di − 1. (20)
Choosing the 2M -dimension vector |v0〉 = |1〉, we could
get the left vector:
w→x〈v1(n, c)|=
∑
y→z
y→z〈v0|Rw→x,y→z
= swAwxqw, (21)
and the right vector:
|v1(n, c)〉w→x=
∑
y→z
Rw→x,y→z |v0〉y→z
= sxAwxqx. (22)
Thus, the norm could be presented as:
|v1(n, c)|2=
∑
w→x
w→x〈v1(n, c)|v1(n, c)〉w→x (23)
=
∑
w→x
Awxqwqxswsx.
Since |v0|2 =
∑N
i=1 di = 2M , we have:
λ1(n, c) =
( 1
2M
∑
w→x
Awxqwqxswsx
) 1
2 . (24)
From the equation above, it could be observed that
the approximation to the largest eigenvalue at order 1
λ1(n, c) involve all the edges in the graphs, or in other
word, all the paths of which length is one. The non-
backtracking requires that if there exist self-edges, they
should not be taken into account in the approximation.
For l = 2, the left vector w→x〈v2(n, c)| could be de-
rived directly from the same process:
w→x〈v2(n, c)|=
∑
y→z
y→z〈v1|Rw→x,y→z
= swAwx
N∑
i
Awisiqi(1− δxi), (25)
and the same to the right vector:
|v2(n, c)〉w→x=
∑
y→z
Rw→x,y→z |v1〉y→z
= sxAwx
N∑
i
Axisiqi(1− δwi). (26)
So the norm is:
|v2(n,v)|2 =
∑
w→x,y→z
(AwxAxyAyz ×
(1− δwy)(1− δxz)qwqzswsxsysz), (27)
and the approximation to the largest eigenvalue λ2(n, c)
is:
λ2(n, c) =
( 1
2M
∑
w→x,y→z
(AwxAxyAyz ×
(1− δwy)(1− δxz)qwqzswsxsysz)
) 1
4 . (28)
6By the same derivation, the approximation at order 3
to the largest eigenvalue λ3(n, c) is:
λ3(n, c) =
( 1
2M
∑
u→v,w→x
y→z
(AuvAvwAwxAxyAyz ×
(1− δuw)(1− δvx)(1− δwy)(1− δxz)×
quqzsusvswsxsysz)
) 1
6 . (29)
And for any l > 0, we have:
λl(n, c) =
( 1
2M
∑
x1,x2,...,x2l
(Ax1x2Ax2x3 . . . Ax2l−1x2l ×
(1− δx1x3)(1− δx2x4) . . . (1− δx2l−2x2l)×
qx1qx2lsx1sx2 . . . sx2l)
) 1
2l (30)
As we could see, the l = 2 approximation involves all
the paths of length 3 and all the pathes satisfy the non-
backtracking property; the l = 3 approximation require
all the paths of length 5 to be searched. It could be in-
ferred that in the order l approximation, the paths whose
length is 2l − 1 are needed to be considered. It is worth
noting that the in the approximation with order larger
than 2, when a path meets the non-backtracking require-
ment, loops are allowed in the path. The track could
walk by the nodes that have been already visited in the
path.
The formula of the approximation to the largest eigen-
value at order l could be written in other way:
λl(n, c) =
( N∑
i=1
qi
∑
j∈∂(i,2l−1)
(
∏
k∈P2l−1(i,j)
sk)qj
) 1
2l , (31)
where the ∂(i, 2l− 1) contains all the nodes vj which has
paths of length 2l−1 (with loops allowed), and P2l−1(i, j)
contain all the nodes which are on these paths.
The formula above involves all the paths in the graph
with length 2l− 1. Yet this calculation could be general-
ized to the situation of length 2l. By Power Method, the
largest eigenvalue could also approximated by:
λ(n, c) = lim
l→∞
( 〈vl(n, c)|R |vl(n, c)〉
〈v0|v0〉
) 1
2l+1 . (32)
For example, when l = 1, we have:
〈v1(n, c)|R |v1(n, c)〉 =
∑
x→y,y→z
AxyAyz(1− δxz)
×qxqzsxsysz. (33)
Thus, for any l, according to the same derivation intro-
duced above, the largest eigenvalue could be approxi-
mated by:
λ′l(n, c) =
( N∑
i=1
qi
∑
j∈∂(i,2l)
(
∏
k∈P2l(i,j)
sk)qj
) 1
2l+1 . (34)
From all the calculation above, when paths of length l
are considered in the approximation, the leading part of
the approximation formula is:
Hl =
N∑
i=1
qi
∑
j∈∂(i,l)
(
∏
k∈Pl(i,j)
sk)qj . (35)
To reduce the largest eigenvalue quickly, a direct idea is
to find the nodes which could reduce the Hl fastest. To
illustrate this, we define the Core Influence of node vi,
H(vi) to be:
H(vi) = qi
∑
j∈∂(i,l)
(
∏
k∈Pl(i,j)
sk)qj . (36)
This value will be the indicator in removing nodes to turn
the graph into a no-core one. First calculate H(vi) for
all the nodes and deleted the node who owns the highest
H(vi) value and all the edges connected to this node.
Repeat this process again until the remained graphs is
a no-core one. The detailed algorithm is presented in 1.
After the graph is turned into a no-core one, find the
maximal match for the remained graph. By unifying the
deleted nodes and matched nodes, a vertex-cover could
be got.
Algorithm 1 The process of deleting the graph into a
no-core one.
Input graph G;
while G is not a no-core graph, namely
∑
ci 6= 0 do
For each node vi, calculate ci, qi and the state values
si = cini;
For each node vi, calculate all the Core Influence H(vi);
Select node vj with largest H(vj) value;
Remove node vj and all the edges linked to it from the
graph;
Update the graph G, set ni = 0;
end while
Output Nodes that are deleted in each step, namely n.
The calculation complexity of Leaf-Removal process
is O(N), and calculating the Core Influence takes
O(N logN) complexity. In this way, to spot and remove
the node with the highest Core Influence costs O(N)
time complexity. In a graph, around half of the total
nodes need to be removed to turn the graph into a no-
core one. Thus, the total complexity of Algorithm 1 is
O(N2 logN).
One problem in applying the Algorithm 1 is how to
update the state indicator values ci. The leaf-removing
is a fast process with time complexity O(N), however, it
will cost a lot to update them for every step. To overcome
this, we propose to use a relatively coarse yet much faster
strategy to update the indicator values. Before node vi
is removed from the graph, we search all the neighbors of
vi. Then neighbors with degree two, namely the nodes
which will become leaves if vi is removed, are specified.
The state values s of these neighbors and nodes connected
to them are set to be zero. A detailed algorithm is shown
7in 2. This will reduce the complexity to O(N(logN)2).
Since the structure of the core is sophisticated, removing
one node in core may produce a long-lasting effect on the
core structure and more nodes rather than neighbors will
turn into leaves (of higher orders) and be deleted from
the core, this method in 2 is only a local approximation to
the complete update process. Better methods require a
much deeper understanding to the core structure, which
deserves further research.
Algorithm 2 The updating method of indicator values.
Input graph G, state values c and n for each node, node
vi that is going to be deleted;
for Each neighbor vj of node vi do
if dj == 2, the two nodes connected to vj is vi and vk
then
Set cj = 0, ci = 1, ck = 1;
end if
end for
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section some experiments are conducted to
present the efficiency of several centrality methods of
deleting nodes. We examine the steps required to delete
the graphs into no-core ones by each centrality and com-
pare the numbers of steps. Also, combining with the
theorems mentioned above, the minimal cover numbers
of all the methods are compared.
A. Results for Leaf-Removal Cores Breaking
We compare our Core Influence method Hl with cen-
tralities including High Degree Centrality (DC) [29], k-
Core (KC) [13], Betweenness Centrality (BC) [30], Close-
ness Centrality (CC) [31, 32], Collective Influence (CI)
[15], High Degree Adaptive (HDA), PageRank (PR) [33]
and Eigenvector Centrality (EC) [34] on Erdo¨s-Re´nyi
(ER) graphs and Scale-Free (SF) graphs [35]. All these
methods are applied to calculate how many nodes are
required to be removed to turn the random graphs into
no-core ones. Results are shown in Figure 3.
The Core Influence method is applied at order l = 1
in equation (36). As we could see, the Core Influ-
ence method performs great efficiency in this problem.
With the average degree increasing, the graphs get more
denser, yet compared to other node importance indices
the Core Influence method still keeps requiring fewer
nodes to be deleted to turn the graphs into no-core ones.
The Core Influence method with an approximated states
updating method in Algorithm 2 performs similar results.
Results on SF graphs are better than that on the ER
graphs, namely on SF graphs fewer nodes are required
to be deleted to transform the graphs into no-core ones.
That’s because there exist nodes with very high degrees
or hubs and deleting them will bring large changes on
Figure 3. The average numbers of nodes required to be deleted
to turn the graphs into no-core ones. The experiments are
conducted on ER and SF graphs with average degrees ranging
from 3 to 10. For each average degree value, 30 graphs are
generated and each graph contains 1000 nodes. Results of
DC, KC, BC, CC, CI, HDA, PR, EC and Core Influence Hl
are drawn on the graph. a. Results on ER graphs. The
error bars of EC, HDA, Hl and approximated Hl (The four
best methods) are plotted in the inside figure. b. Results on
Scale-Free graphs with γ = 3.
the topological structure. As a localized greedy method
aiming at breaking the Leaf-Removal cores, the proposed
Core Influence measurement works more efficiently on
different topologies
B. Results for Minimal Vertex-Cover Number
At the same time, the vertex-cover is determined by
the deleted nodes and the remained no-core graphs, and
different node importance measurements are applied to
8delete the graphs into no-core ones and then by equa-
tion (4) and (5) the minimal vertex-cover numbers can be
calculated. The specific process for getting the minimal
vertex-cover by Core Influence is presented in Algorithm
3. Results of the experiments are shown in Figure 4.
Algorithm 3 The vertex-cover number by Core Influ-
ence
Input graph G;
Get the deleted node array n by Algorithm 1;
Get the maximal matching M(G(n)) for graph G(n);
Output The vertex-cover number N −N(n) +M(G(n)).
As we could see, by the Leaf-Removal process, the cov-
erage numbers are much smaller compared to other meth-
ods, especially when the average degrees are small. The
Core Influence method proposed in the paper works bet-
ter and could lower thel vertex-covering numbers. When
the degree is getting higher (than 6), the approximated
method in Algorithm 2 works similar to the HDA method
and they both work better than other centralities, yet
the complete algorithm Hl still works better than HDA.
These results perform that the solution by deleting the
graphs into no-core ones is a new perspective in studying
graph-related problems and has shown great potential
in minimal vertex-covering problem. More researches on
the updating strategy are expected to improve the per-
formance.
Table I. The percentages of differences between results of
Core Influence method and exact minimal vertex-cover num-
bers against nodes numbers. The experiments are conducted
on the ER graphs with 80, 100 and 120 nodes with average
degrees from 3 to 7 and every results are the average of 30
graphs.
Nodes Numbers
Average Degrees
3 4 5 6 7
N = 80 0.21% 0.71% 1.33% 1.63% 1.38%
N = 100 0.27% 0.80% 1.53% 1.43% 1.47%
N = 120 0.05% 0.67% 1.28% 1.33% 1.53%
To further explore the efficiency of the Core Influence
method, the cover numbers resulting from this method
are compared with the exact results of minimal vertex-
cover. The differences between the results of Core Influ-
ence method and real Cm are calculated and the percent-
ages of these differences against the total nodes numbers
are shown in Table I. As we could see, the Core Influence
performs well and as the nodes numbers increase, this
method stays stable. With constant nodes number, as
the edges numbers increase, the gaps are getting larger.
That’s due to the increase of the densely connected clus-
ters. Yet the Core Influence method still keeps high effi-
ciency and the cover numbers keep a low difference from
the real minimal vertex-cover numbers.
Figure 4. The vertex-cover number by deleting the graphs
into no-core ones. The experiments are conducted on ER and
SF graphs with average degrees ranging from 3 to 10. For
each average degree value, 30 graphs are generated and each
graph contains 1000 nodes. Results of DC, KC, BC, CC,
CI, HDA, PR, EC and Core Influence Hl are drawn on the
graph. a. Minimal vertex-cover numbers on ER graphs. The
error bars of EC, HDA, Hl and approximated Hl (The four
best methods) are plotted in the inside figure. b. Minimal
vertex-cover numbers on SF graphs. Inside figures are the
local amplifications.
C. Experiments on GR-QC Collaboration Network
The same experiments are conducted on the General
Relativity and Quantum Cosmology (GR-QC) collabora-
tion network [36]. This network is from the arXiv site
and records the papers submitted to the GR-QC category
from January 1993 to April 2003. There are 5242 nodes
and 14496 edges in the network. Each node represents
an author and if two authors cooperated and submit-
ted a paper to the GR-QC category in arXiv together,
9Table II. The numbers of nodes required to be deleted to turn the General Relativity and Quantum Cosmology (GR-QC)
collaboration network into no-core one and the corresponding vertex-cover number. There are 5242 nodes and 14496 edges in
the network and results of DC, KC, BC, CC, CI, HDA, PR, EC and Core Influence Hl are shown.
DC BC CC CI EC PR KC HDA Hl Hl(Approximated)
Deleted Nodes Numbers 4042 5240 4778 1563 5211 4577 3918 1831 779 855
Vertex-Cover Numbers 4220 5241 4956 2820 5220 4582 4213 2795 2785 2787
there will be an undirected link between the correspond-
ing nodes.
The Leaf-Removal process and Core Influence method
are implemented on the network and results are shown in
Table II. As the results show, the Core Influence method
keeps the great efficiency and require removing less than
1000 nodes to get the no-core graph. The BC require
5240 nodes to be deleted to turn the graph into no-core
one, which is only 2 nodes less than the total nodes num-
ber. This is due to the appearance of isolated triangles in
the Leaf-Removal process, which is common in scientific
research cooperations. At the same time, the vertex-
cover number by Core Influence method is also the low-
est, around half of the total number of nodes. It is hard
to get the vertex-cover for networks at this scale, yet we
could see the Hl gets reasonable results on the minimal
vertex-cover problem.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, focusing on the minimal vertex-cover
problem, a method based on dynamical system and
power method is proposed. This Core Influence method
could transform the graphs into No-Leaf-Removal-Core
ones fast by deleting selected nodes and breaking the
Leaf-Removal cores. It is proved that any minimal
vertex-covers of the whole graph can be located into Leaf-
Removal Cores breaking and maximal matching of the re-
mained graphs and the best boundary is achieved at the
transition point. The coverage numbers resulting from
this Core Influence method is better compared to other
node importance indices. Since the Leaf-Removal process
is crucial in many researches, this study provides a use-
ful tool for researches on graphs and a new perspective
of the minimal vertex-cover problem.
Since the structure of Leaf-Removal cores is sophisti-
cated and we still have not made it clear, researches re-
lated to it are expected to further improve this method.
More understandings on the transition to no-core graphs
will help find more accurate expressions on the nodes in
Leaf-Removal cores and improve the performance. Also,
a fast and accurate method for judging whether a node
belongs to the Leaf-Removal cores will improve the ac-
curacy and efficiency. More researches on NP problem
in the view of Leaf-Removal process are expected in the
future.
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